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October 2018 weekend away in Kirkby Lonsdale: Photo by Jackie. 

Walks Programme. 

Our group has had another very successful winter season, with great turnouts for a full programme 

of walks offered. Offering shorter options on Sundays when there have been strenuous walks has 

enabled more people to participate, and many thanks go to Del, Kevin, Stephen, Ray and others 

who have led these easier walks. Wendy and Chris led their first walks for us over the winter, and 

these were most enjoyable and appreciated.  

Gwion has led two “back to back” walks to gauge demand for a half day short walk on a Sunday, 

where he runs the same short walk twice, once in the morning and then again in the afternoon. As 

these have been popular the committee agreed that we would run something similar on the 3rd 

Sunday of every month. Obviously if we are to continue offering these in addition to our normal 

Sunday walks it would be helpful if the people who like this option would offer to lead some in the 

future. 

Over 2018 our average number of walkers per walk was the highest in the Glamorgan Area. We 

no longer need to collate the number of walkers per walk for Ramblers Cymru, but we are still 

recording them for our own information, so it would be appreciated if leaders can continue to 

inform Ruth of the turnout for their walks. We have welcomed some new members over the winter, 

and our membership at time of writing has been stable at around 154. 

Our winter season kicked off with a very successful weekend away at Kirkby Lonsdale near the 

Lake District, where 31 of us had two days of great walks. At times it was cold and windy at the top 

of the hills, but we enjoyed great views, one of the walks passing a series of interesting sculptures 

by Andy Goldsworthy. We travelled up there at the suggestion of Yvonne who had moved back 

there after spending some time in the Vale. So many thanks to Yvonne for the invitation and to 

Gwion, Jane and Jeff for assisting with the organisation and walk leading.  
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Unlike some groups we’ve hardly cancelled any walks this winter due to poor weather, although as 

can be seen below some walks were a bit damp. 

 

Some damp walkers on Kevin’s walk in Feb 2019: Photo by Del. 

 

Shortly after the weekend away it was our turn to host the Glamorgan Area AGM, which we held in  

Welsh St Donat’s Village Hall. Before the AGM we offered the traditional pre-AGM morning walk, 

which was led by Bill around the local area and back through Hensol Forest. It was a great walk 

where we met some friendly Alpacas and took in a couple of local celebrity houses. Many thanks 

to Bill for leading the walk and facilitating the use of the hall, and also to all the volunteers who 

helped to make the day a success. 

  

 

Glamorgan Area pre-AGM walk Nov 2018: Photos by Jackie and Ruth. 
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Before Christmas Peter led a festive walk to Ewenny priory with “mulled wine and Stollen” to warm 

us up, which was much appreciated. 

 

 

Peter’s “mulled wine and Stollen” walk: Photo by Jackie. 

 

 

 

Our traditional New Year’s Day walk with mince pies afterwards was led and hosted this year by 

Wendy, with a huge turnout of 38 walkers. Everyone enjoyed the day and our thanks must go to 

Wendy for the excellent hospitality she offered to so many people as well as leading the walk. 

 

 

New Year’s Day Walkers: Photo by Jackie. 
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In March 2019 Jackie led an initiative to start some short litter picking walks and invited a 

representative of Keep Wales Tidy to get us going. This was a success and we will probably 

organize some more when suitable routes are selected. If you have any suggestions please let 

Jackie know. 

  

 

Litter pick walk March 2019: Photos by Jackie 

Over the winter we’ve had some memorable walks with some spectacular views, with just a couple 

shown below. We are fortunate to have such a variety of landscapes to walk on our doorstep. 

 

Helen’s walk around the Ystradfellte waterfalls Jan 2019: Photo by Mike H. 
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Southerndown beach walk Feb 2019, including the infamous ladder option: Photos by Mike H. 

 

 The Summer 2019 Walks Programme 

This is now printed and copies will be handed out on the next few walks. The remainder will be 

hand delivered or posted, so all should be received within a few weeks. Of course it will also be 

available on our website, along with walk blogs, pictures and more detail of imminent walks. The 

adverts from Ramblers Holidays and HF Holidays cover the print costs. 

Many thanks to Jean, our Walks Secretary, for again pulling all the walks offered into one coherent 

programme. Also to Jane and Jeff for updating our website, Jackie, Gwenda and many other 

contributors for adding post walk pictures and descriptions to Facebook and Twitter, and Mary for 

uploading our walks to the National Ramblers website so other Ramblers can look up our walks 

and join us. All these outlets help to attract new members. 

The Summer programme has a great selection of walks to suit all abilities, some local and others 

more distant. We have walks by new leaders Sarah, Vic and Jean which are most appreciated, as 

we always need new leaders to replace those who are no longer able to do it. 

We again hope to run easier alternatives whenever there is a hard Sunday walk, and as already 

mentioned we are offering two short “back to back” walks on the 3rd Sunday of each month for 

those who would like a half day walk. 

 

Gwion’s Southerndown “back to back” walk Mar 19: Photo by Ruth. 
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Weekends Away 

 As already publicised the next weekend away will be in Malvern from Friday 17th May to 

Sunday 19th May, organised by Gwenda and Bill, Adrian and Ruth.  

 The Autumn weekend away will be in Tenby from Friday 11th to Sunday 13th October, 

organised by Gina and Sarah. 

Many thanks in advance to those organising these enjoyable breaks, as it does take a 

considerable amount of effort. 

 

AGM 

Our AGM was held on Friday 2nd November in the Duke of Wellington pub in Cowbridge. This was 

well attended but sadly the first AGM since our previous Chair Mike Carey had passed away. 

Acting chair Gwion said he was willing to take on the role and was duly elected, and Jackie was 

elected to take on the vacated Vice-chair position. The rest of the committee said they were willing 

to continue and were re-elected. 

Since the AGM we have learnt that Mike Carey has left £5,000 to our group. The committee are 

considering ways of spending this legacy to enhance or encourage walking in the Vale. If 

members have any suggestions as to how this money can be spent please inform one of the 

committee so that we can consider all ideas before we decide on a course of action. 

 

Social Events 

 Our pre-Christmas drinks in the Bear, Cowbridge were well attended, and an exceptional 47 

people came along to the January Meal at the Victoria Inn, Sigingstone. Many thanks to Ruth 

for organising both of these enjoyable events. 

 Our Summer meal will be on Wednesday 21st August, with further details being circulated 

nearer the day. 

 Summer Barbecue – after a very enjoyable group BBQ last summer John and Chris have 

volunteered to host another one this summer on Saturday 1st June, details to be circulated 

nearer the day. Many thanks to John and Chris for opening up their garden to us again. 

 

 

 

 

 

MH Mar 19 


